Abstract-Ontology matching techniques are a solution to overcome the problem of interoperability between ontologies. However, the generated mappings suffer fro m logical defects that influence their usefulness. In this paper we present a detailed analysis of the problem socalled conservativity princip le; align ment between ontologies should never generate new knowledge compared to those generated by reasoning solely on ontologies. We also study the sub-problems; Ontology change and Satisfiability preservation problems and compare the related works and their way to detect and repair conservativity principle. At the end we present a set of open research issues.
I. INTRODUCTION
The align ment between ontologies is a crucial task in many application do mains [3] . As not exhaustively, we can cite: Semant ic web, co mmun ication in MAS (Mult iAgent System), data warehouse, integrating schema/ontologies, etc. Ontology is defined as the conceptualizat ion of objects recognized as existing in a domain, with their properties and linking relationships. The problem is that given the same domain or related domains, it is possible that several ontologies are available (developed simultaneously by several different communit ies). The co mparis on of two ontologies, passing the one to the other or integrating them beco mes therefore necessary.
This necessity does not make alignment fau ltless and impeccable, since mappings can lead to many undesirable logical consequences in the aligned ontologies and therefore the do main covered by these ontologies. In [13] three princip les were proposed to minimize the nu mber of potentially un intended consequences, namely: (i) consistency principle, the mappings should not lead to unsatisfiable classes in the integrated ontology, (ii) locality princip le, the mappings should link entit ies that have similar neighborhoods, (iii) conservativity principle, the mappings should not introduce new semantic relationships between concepts from one of the input ontologies. These principles have been actively investigated in the last years (e.g., [18] , [25] , [10] , [13] , [12] , [17] , [21] ). The conservativity principle has been identified for instance in [13] as an align ment wh ich allo ws the interaction between ontologies, rather than providing a new description of the do main. However, [23] proposes a different variant of the conservativity principle where the integrated ontology O u must not introduce new subsumption relationships between concepts within the input ontologies.
In this paper we focus on the conservativity principle for ontology align ment. Actually, we achieved a thorough survey and make the following contributions:
 We formally define and illustrate the conservativity principle prob lem, h ighlighting the complexity of the p roblem. We modify and adapt an examp le p resented in [23] wh ich is a use case based on the Optique's 1 application domain.  We systematically rev iew the literature on the conservativity principle problem, offering a complete state-of-the-art by presenting, comparing and discussing the existing approaches.  We analyze lacks of existing approaches, discussing general open issues which make difficult to deal with conservativity principle violations. This allo ws us to underscore open research challenges.
We structure the remainder of this paper as follows: Section 2 summarizes the basics concepts and definitions we will rely on along the paper. In Section 3, we introduce our problematic after analyzing some definit ions mentioned in literature. This section is also an examination of the conservativity principle problem studied in several related wo rks. Sect ion 4 is a comparison of different surveys performed about align ment maintenance on basis of the studied subproblems. Section 5 present some statistics presents on one side revealing the importance of this field and the
II. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS
In this section, we define the edges of the conservativity principle problem. So we define some important notions for our work.
The concept of Ontology can be seen as a logical theory [14] . So it is a pair (S, A), where S is the signature describing the vocabulary, and A is a set of axio ms specifying the intended interpretation of the vocabulary in a domain of discourse. The s ignature is the set S = C U P U I. C represents the vocabulary to designate concepts. P is the vocabulary to designate properties and I is the vocabulary to designate individuals. We distinguish between the origins axio ms A and their logical consequences A * (also called closure). Theory (S, A) is called the presentation of (S, A * ). In this work, we limit ourselves only to S = C U P and we designate by ontological entity a concept or a property.
Ontology align ment is the task to detect links between elements fro m two ontologies. These links are referred as correspondences and exp ress semantic relations. According to Euzenat and Shvaiko [6] we define a correspondence as follows and introduce an alignment as set of correspondences. 2 . We restrict r to be one of the semantic relat ions from the set {⊆, ⊇, ≡,
Definition 1 (Correspondence and Alignment

⊥}
In o rder to reason about align ment, t wo classes of approaches have been introduced. The first class is based on mo del theo ry . IDDL [29] and DDL [2] are t wo examp les o f app ro aches o f t h is class. Based on an axio mat ic approach, the second class called reductionist semant ics [16] is to int erpret co rrespondences o f the align ment as axio ms in some merged ontology. In this paper, we use an examp le of th is semantic called natural semantic. It involves build ing a merged ontology through the un ion o f th e t wo ontolog ies to align , and axio ms obtained by trans lating relat ions of the align ment. We int roduce th is semant ic through its merged onto logy.
Definition 2 (Merged Ontology).
Given an align ment M between two ontologies O 1 and O 2 and trans: M → A a function that transforms a correspondence to an axio m. The merged ontology is defined by
After defin ing the most important notions for the conservativity principle problem, we illustrate the problem itself.
III. ANALYSIS AND EXAMINATION
In order to analyze the conservativity problem through all its sides, we discuss in the present part of the paper the problem statement wh ich will allo w us to: first, defin ing the principle, and thereafter, co mparing our definit ion against others approaches in the literature.
A. Problem Statement
This section is organized according to the following points: example of motivation, problem definit ion and comparison with other defin itions mentioned in the literature.
1) Motivating example
As a motivating examp le we modify and adapt an example described in [23] Table 2 between O 1 and O 2 generated by an off-the-shelf ontology align ment system. As described in Section 2, mappings are represented as 5-tuples; for example the mapping m 1 suggests an equivalence relat ionship between the entities O 1 :Well and O 2 :Well, with confidence 0.9.
2) Problem definition
In this paper we propose a general defin ition of the conservativity of align ment, covering any violations of the principle for which the alignment must not introduce any new entailments to the input ontologies. We have shown that the alignment vio lating the conservativity principle leads to non-desired entailments to the input ontologies. Therefore, a comparison between the different works on the conservativity principle can be considered as very important.
Definition 3 (Conservatif Alignment). An align ment
A between two ontologies O 1 and O 2 is conservatif iff (O 1 ∪ A O 2 ) ⊨ δ → ∃i ∊ {1, 2}/ O i ⊨ δ ˅ δ ∊ A, i
3) Comparison of definitions
In order to position our defin ition of conservativity principle problem, we present in th is part of the paper a comparison between several defin itions provided in the literature. Since the Satisfiability preservation and Ontology change preservation are two instances of conservativity problem, this co mparison is a classification of approaches in three dimensions: i. Approaches defining the Satisfiability preservation problem, ii.
Approaches defining the Ontology change preservation problem and iii. Approaches defining the Conservativity problem.
i. Satisfiability preservation problem
The satisfiability preservation of the align ment between ontologies was the subject of study in several works ( [27] , [25] , [17] and [12] ). In [27] the authors of Lily address the problem of debugging ontology mappings to improve the quality of mapping result. They define two types of inconsistencies:
 Mappings that form a circle: such type of unsatisfiability means that the mapping should not destroy the hierarchy structure (is-a structure) in the ontology, for example: let's take (e 1 , e′ 1 Stuckenschmidt et al. [25] proposed a theory for reasoning about ontology mappings. This work identified four properties that reflect the quality of a mapping, namely containment, minimality, consistency and embedding. The consistency principle claims that a mapping is consistent if it does not make a satisfiable concept in the target terminology unsatisfiable.
Meilicke [17] identifies the (in) coherence of ontology as: an ontology is called incoherent when there exists an unsatisfiable named concept or property; otherwise the ontology is called coherent. A concept C is defined to be unsatisfiable i ff each model I of O maps C to the empty set, i.e., an instance of C cannot exist for logical reasons. Thus, a named concept or property C #i with i = {1, 2} is unsatisfiable due to A with respect to O 1 ii. Ontology change preservation problem [28] defines the notion of conserving the changed meaning to refer the control of the propagation of knowledge fro m one version to another which is one of the known activity of align ment. If this propagation is not controlled, it can affect the mean ing of ontological elements. An alignment M between two versions O 1 and O 2 conserves the changed meaning iff M verifies the following two properties:
Such as: A⁻ is the set of deleted axio ms. A⁺ is the set of added axio ms and M⁻ is the set of deleted mappings between two versions of the same ontology.
iii. Conservativity problem
In this section we explore various definit ions of the conservativity problem of align ment between ontologies, for instance, in [13] an interesting definit ion of the conservativity princip le was proposed. This definit ion required that, given an ontology source (say, O 1 ) and the mappings M, the union (O 1 ∪ M) should not introduce new semantic relationships between entities fro m O 1 . This definition takes only the ontology source and the align ment and don't take the target ontology in consideration. However, this can be a subject of many neglected logical consequences when discarding the target ontology. Indeed, the following examp le presents a concrete case.
Example. After the adaptation of the Optique's ontology O 1 , with the property: α10: Well ⊆ ∃hasOwner.Owner, to indicate that each Well has an Owner. Thus, in such case, the union (
Another definition of conservativity principle [23] is given based on the definition cited in [13] . In this work the authors propose a different variant of the conservativity princip le where they require that the integrated ontology O u (i.e., O u = O 1 ∪ O 2 ∪ M) does not introduce new subsumption relationships between concepts from one of the input ontologies, unless they were already involved in a subsumption relat ionship or they shared a common descendant. As it is clear, this definit ion deals with conservativity principle violat ions only at the concept hierarchy level with in the input ontologies, thereby it is also considered as incomplete to cover all types of conservativity principle violations. To achieve our survey about different works on the conservativity princip le, we p resent in the following (Table 4) (*): Here, the conservativity of alignment between ontologies is an incomp lete process for reasons already discussed in the last section (iii. Conservativity problem).
We have shown that most systems ( [27] , [17] , [10] and [12] ) deal only with the satisfiability preservation problem. However, [28] addresses a more co mplicated problem: Ontology change preservation, which needs more sophisticated violations detection processes. the rest of the compared systems here ( [13] and [23] ) solve the conservativity problem with d ifferent degrees, since that [23] deals with conservativity principle v iolations at only the concept hierarchy level within the input ontologies, and therefore it cannot covers all types of violations even those concerning ontology change preservation. Whereas, [13] 
B. Conservativity violation detection
The present section highlights violation detection by analyzing at first approaches that address the general problem (conservativity principle) then, its instances (ontology change and satisfiability preservation).
Vio lations detection of conservativity princip le was subject of study in [23] and [13] . As mentioned in the section above (iii. Conservativity problem), [13] states that the conservativity principle is based on the purpose of M, which is to enable the interaction between O 1 and O 2 , rather than to provide a new description of the domain. Indeed, the authors use a specific pattern to detect conservativity principle violat ions; this pattern is based on the following observation:
The In order to identify such conflicting mappings, it suffices to (syntactically) check in M whether two entities fro m one of the sources are mapped to the same entity in the other source, and then check (semantically) whether these two entities were already equivalent with respect (only) to the former source. These checks can be performed efficiently in pract ice: the former is syntactic, and the latter involves a single semantic test using an ontology reasoner.
Section (iii. Conservativity problem) also indicates another variant of the conservativity princip le cited in [23] , where the integrated ontology O u must not introduce new subsumption relationships between concepts within the input ontologies. This variant of the conservativity principle follows the assumption of d isjointness proposed in [22] . So if two ato mic concepts A, B fro m one of the input ontologies are not involved in a subsumption relationship nor share a common subconcept (excluding ⊥ ), they can be considered as disjoint. Hence, the problem o f detecting and solving conservativity principle violations, is reduced to a mapping (incoherence) repair problem, if the input ontologies are extended with sufficient d isjointness axio ms. The detection of conservativity princip le vio lations is done in the same 3 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/umlsmeta.html way as LogMap (examined below).
For detecting ontology change preservation violation, [28] considers that initial align ment cannot be coherent. Because, some correspondences propagate axio ms fro m one ontology version to another; this violates the constraint of conserving the changed meaning. The goal is to identify these correspondences and provide means to choose among them which must be eliminated. The identification of these correspondences is simply obtained by identifying the signature of the propagated axio m. To choose among correspondences, the author introduces an order relat ion called relevance relation on the signature elements of the propagated axio m. The relevance relat ion (noted < rel ) compares the degrees of intentional persistence of these elements. The intentional persistence of an element signature s denoted (intPersistence(s)) is expressed as the ratio o f the nu mber of occurrences of this element in the set of persistent axio ms (denoted nboccurrence(s, Aᴾᵢ ) for a version i) on the total number of persistent axioms. Formally defined:
For the detection of consistency principle v iolations we will d iscuss some of the most famous methods ( [27] , [17] , [10] and [12] ) treating the unsatisfiability of align ment between ontologies.
Authors of Lily [27] define two types of inconsistencies: i. Mappings that form a circle and ii. Mappings that do not meet the equivalentClass/disjointWith axio ms mentioned in the original ontology. Therefore the authors use an algorithm that combines the two ontologies to align (the align ment between them is a single graph (is-a)), and detects the paths which constitute a circle to inform the user of inconsistent mappings by considering them as wrong.
Alcamo's approach [17] can only ensure the coherence of alignments between ontology TBo xes, by applying preprocessing step to any reasoning activities by removing the ABo x of O 1 and O 2 . An iterative algorith m on the entire signature (concepts and properties) of the align ment between two ontologies is proposed to detect unsatisfiable entities. This algorith m detects entities representing unsatisfiable logical consequences of the signature of align ment A between O 1 and O 2 , and checks if they are logical consequences of the signature of O 1 and O 2 . Meilicke [17] identifies the notion of MIPS (Minimal Incoherence Preserving Sub-alignment) and MUPS (M inimal Unsatisfiability Preserving Subalign ment), to detect inconsistency and unsatisfiability in a sub-alignment (note that MIPS (A,
, and proposes a variant algorith m (expandandshrink-algorithm) for debugging incoherent alignments.
ASMOV [10] introduces the notion of mapping validation, a graph built fro m the alignment and informat ion of the ontologies. Two different constructs constitute this graph: nodes and edges. The nodes contain pairs of entities, whereas the edges contain pairs of properties. The validation process is done in three phases: The detection of consistency principle vio lations was also studied in LogMap [12] . The core of LogMap is an iterative process that alternates mapping repair and mapping discovery steps. In each iteration, LogMap maintains two structures.
1. A working set of active mappings, which are mappings discovered in the preceding iteration. Mappings found in earlier iterat ions are established, and cannot be eliminated in the repair step. In the first iteration, the active mapp ings coincide with the set of anchors.
For each anchor, LogMap maintains two contexts
(one per input ontology), which can be expanded in different iterations. Each context consists of a set of classes and has a distinguished subset of active classes, which is specific to the current iteration. In the first iteration, the contexts for an anchor C 1 ≡ C 2 are {C 1 } and {C 2 } respectively, which are also the active classes.
Thus, active mappings are the only possible elements of a repair plan, whereas contexts constitute the basis for mapping discovery.
Vio lations detection alone is not enough. For this , the phase of repairing vio lations is also of major importance because it ensures us an acceptable quality of alignment.
C. Conservativity violation repair
Conservativity violation repair is a process aiming to correct violations, output of the previous detection phase. The goal of this part is to uncover repair strategies used by the systems under study.
The conservativity princip le proposed in [13] suggests that the obtained pairs of mappings which lead to violations are in conflict and (at least) one of them in each pairs is likely to be incorrect. Actually, the locality principle 4 is proposed to compute a confidence value 5 for each conflicting mapping, which can then be explo ited for (partially) automating the disambiguation process.
In [23] , the detection of conservativity principle violations is done in the same way as LogMap. It uses the mapping (incoherence) repair algorith m presented in [12] and [23] for the extended Horn propositional theories P 1 ᵈ and P 2 ᵈ and the input mappings M. The mapping repair process explo its the Dowling-Gallier algorithm for propositional Horn satisfiab ility [5] and checks, for every 4 If two entities and from ontologies and are correctly mapped, then the entities semantically related to in are likely to be mapped to those semantically related to in [13] . 5 Since UMLS-Meta does not assign a confidence value to each mapping.
propositional variable A ∊ P 1 ᵈ ∪ P 2 ᵈ, the satisfiability of the propositional theory
A}. Sat isfiability of P A is checked in worst-case linear time in the size of P A , and the nu mber of Dowling-Gallier calls is also linear in the nu mber of propositional variables in P 1 ᵈ ∪ P 2 ᵈ. In the case of unsatisfiability, the algorith m also allows to record conflicting mappings involved in the unsatisfiability, which will be considered for the subsequent repair process. The unsatisfiability will be fixed by removing some of the identified mapp ings. In the case of mu ltiple options, the mapping confidence will be used as a differentiating factor 6 . The signature element that has the less intentional persistent with respect to the relevance relation allows to choose the correspondence to be eliminated fro m the init ial alignment [28] . When two of the signature elements have the same degree of intentional persistence, the choice is left to the user.
Like program debugging, Lily [27] treats all suspicious mappings as two categories: errors and warnings. Apparently, errors are the confirmed wrong mappings, but warnings are the ones which may be wrong, right or imprecise. There are two proposed solutions for the two types of inconsistencies detected by Lily: Note that Lily considers only the mappings between concepts and only equivalentClass/disjointWith as axio ms.
In the third phase of the mapping validation process of ASOM V [10] , the concept validation graph is modified. All edges are dropped from the remain ing valid nodes and are rep laced by edges created fro m the valid nodes of the property validation graph. The new graph is then validated, but in this time the nodes are favored; thus, only the edges are invalidated. All invalid mappings that have been identified are added to the invalid mapping list. If at least one violation was identified, the iterat ion process resumes and the invalid source-target pairs are ignored.
Concerning the mapping repair in LogMap 
IV. RELATED SURVEYS
Several surveys were performed over the last years about alignment maintenance ( [4] , [7] and [24] ).
In this context, [4] provides a thorough survey on mapping maintenance affected by ontologies evolution, by presenting, comparing and discussing existing proposals in different categories (mapping rev ision, calculation, adaptation and representation). We discuss this survey within its own categorization:
 Mapping revision. This category is subdivided in two subcategories: i. Identificat ion of invalid mappings and, ii. Repairing of mappings. Despite this promising naming and categorization, the study does not thorough in the approaches addressing the problem, e.g., the former subcategory takes into account only approaches identifying invalid mapp ings between less expressive knowledge representation models like relational database schemas, peer-to-peer systems or XM L schemas. Furthermore, the last subcategory does not presents many details on how approaches address the repairing task, e.g., the survey invoke the LogMap [12] system but don't give any information about the processing.  Mapping calculation. This part is less interesting for our work; however, it develops works adopting mapping calculat ion to cope align ment maintenance problem. Th is category is also splitted into two subcategories: i. Full recalculat ion, all mappings affected by ontologies evolution are considered as invalid ones, therefore they are deleted and recomputed from scratch. As strength point, this study succeeded to divide the align ment maintenance problem into relevant subcategories. This categorizat ion lead to separate several issues discussed at the end of the paper:
 Knowledge systems evolution. Since informat ion regarding the evolution of knowledge systems remains cornerstone for mapping maintenance, how to correctly and completely invest it?  Mapping interpretation. The semantics of established mappings are poorly interpreted to propose changes in the maintenance process, how to deal with this lack?  Mapping adaptation. How to design efficient adaptation strategies to guarantee that mappings remain valid after suffering ontology changes?  Knowledge systems model. Issues studying interrelated knowledge systems based on heterogeneous models like ontologies and thesauri, or database schemas and taxonomies, whose expressiveness differs substantially.
In return, this analysis has not conducted a comparative study between the investigated systems. Indeed, no metrics proposed in the survey can allow the reader to actually evaluate the advantages and drawbacks of each system. Moreover, the huge expanding of research issues does not really help the search for a significantly advancement, e.g., issues: how to design efficient adaptation strategies to guarantee that mappings remain valid after suffering ontology changes? It cannot be considered as a significant contribution since it just describe the problem and do not trace a new path for research.
[7] presented a comprehensive survey on the notions of align ment Disamb iguation and alignment Debugging. An align ment is ambiguous, when some entities are matched with several other entities (assuming that the relation is equivalence), e.g., a ?:? align ment is expected but a *:* align ment has been returned. A simple method for dealing with this problem is to always choose the correspondence with the higher confidence (greedy algorith m). An alternative solution is to suppose that the correct match among two classes is prone to have other correct matches among its mo re general and more specific entities [26] . Align ment debugging aims at restoring consistency and coherence of the produced align ment. Consistency is characterized by the aligned ontologies having no models. Coherence is characterized by no model of the aligned ontologies allowing a particular class to have instances. In this category the authors present the most famous systems (LogMap [12] , ASMOV [10] , A LCOMO [17] ) with other less known systems:
 ContentMap [11] can be considered as a constraint-based debugging tool with the constraints provided by users. It aims at help ing users to understand and evaluate the consequences of the integration of two ontologies as well as to identify and handle possible errors.  [15] used a naive Bayes [9] classifier for learn ing how to generate disjointness axio ms in order to apply ontology repair techniques through inconsistency detection. Such a classifier is trained on various data sets and uses different similarity features (path distance, shared properties, similarity, instance sets) of pairs of classes, for deciding which ones are disjoint.  [30] proposed restoring consistency only within spheres, which are local sets of ontologies and alignments.
Alignment Evolution has been also studied in [7] . According to the authors, managing align ments requires keeping them available in servers and making them evolve if necessary. Usually, align ment evolution corresponds to the creation of a new alignment, derived fro m an existing one. In this survey the different cases in which the alignment evolution is required are shown:
 Align ment evolution should be recorded within the align ment metadata (Annotations of align ments, or align ment metadata, record useful informat ion for retriev ing alignments or for explain ing them) in addition to changes in the structure.  An align ment may also evolve because it is no longer useful, being superceded by another one, or more generally, by the addition of further qualification to an alignment.  Align ment evolution may also be triggered either by adding or by discarding correspondences manually produced, or by better methods, since new information is available.  As soon as ontologies evolve, new align ments have to be produced following the evolution of the ontology. This can be achieved by transforming the changes made to ontologies into an align ment (fro m one ontology version to the next one), which can be composed with the old align ment to obtain an updated alignment.
Another survey is presented in [24] . In this analysis, the author discusses detecting and correcting conservativity principle vio lations in ontology mappings by presenting the problem statement based on works of [12] . Several works dealing with the conservativity principle have been presented in this survey according to two categories:
Approaches introduced the notion of Assu mption
of Disjointness: The current section includes some statistics about approaches and surveys studied in this paper. The first figure (Fig 1) presents the number of articles (most of papers are cited in [20] ) produced for each approach. [19] and [12] were the subject of the highest number of scientific productions. The smallest nu mber of papers was devoted to the approaches [10] and [28] .
Fig 2 is a bar graph including the number of proposed approaches for each sub-problem of the conservativity principle. Whereas Fig 3 shows the amount of open research questions for the conservativity principle suggested by each analysis studied in our survey. [4] we find the largest number of the proposed approaches to address the problem of "Satisfiability Preservation" and "Ontology change Preservation". In our survey, we focus on the problem of "Conservativity" which is not presented in any of the other surveys. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND RESEARCH CHALLENGES
This study allows pointing out open key issues, which existing approaches, addressing the conservativity principle, have neglected. Our main observation relies on the fact that literature d id not deal with the conservativity principle problem in an effective and co mplete manner. The two main approaches identifying the conservativity of mappings ( [13] and [23] ) between ontologies have been a subject of many neglected logical consequences. First, they take only the source ontology and the align ment in consideration, and discard the target ontology in the process of detecting conservativity principle violat ions. Second, they also deal with conservativity principle v iolat ions only at the concept hierarchy level within the input ontologies, and therefore, drop out the others possible types of violations.
We still consider as research challenges the follo wing questions:
 Violation treatments. Which appropriate methods could be applied to face the conservativity principle v iolat ions of alignment between ontologies? What are the possible ways to reduce the conservativity problem to a consistency problem which will allow reusing the available infrastructure and techniques for the mapping There are probably other research questions about the conservativity problem, but we consider that these issues are of great importance to ensure the quality of alignments between ontologies.
